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Mankind has just graced the threshold of a new millennium. What will unite people in the future? Probably, a common 

language – the English language most presumably. Distance teaching-learning, which guarantees the highest degree of democracy 
and human rights to everyone, might be a means of facilitating the process of language learning and acquisition.  

Distance education is an active process, in which people actively construct knowledge from their experiences in the world. 
People do not get ideas; they make them. Teaching styles are changing. Students are demanding it. Technology is enabling it. 
Distance education demands that we reshape the content, process and delivery of our educational offerings. It is the essence of our 
educational concept not to give the right answers, but to ask the right questions.  

As world practice shows, well-thought out distance education offers students far greater involvement in the process of 
learning the language and gives the results as good as traditional classes and sometimes even better.  
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1. Foundations of distance education 

 
Each of us in one way or some other has learned at a distance, since most education has always 

taken place at a distance. When we choose a book for reading or listen to music, observe art or watch a 
film or TV program, we do not realize that we are learning from an author, a composer, an artist, who are 
afar. We do not consider this kind of learning experience as a traditional learning with an instructor who 
offers solutions and students in the classroom, who are under pressure for change. And we are usually 
motivated to choose a particular kind of information to fill in a sort of emptiness inside ourselves – be it 
emotional, experiential, educational or whichever. In other words, we are engaged in constructing 
personally-meaningful products, important for ourselves and others around us. Distance education has 
very similar foundations, when a student chooses a particular course from a huge range of qualifications 
offered by institutions all over the world.  

Distance education is described in a bewildering variety of terms and parlance. In North America 
and Europe, for example, it is known as ‘Home study’ and ‘open learning or education’. ‘External’ or ‘off 
– campus study’ are terms used in Australia. In some countries it is termed ‘independent’ or ‘flexible 
learning’; in New-Zealand ‘extramural’ education. Whatever term is given, the main characteristic feature 
is separation of the learner from the teacher or instructor.  

As the name itself suggests, distance education takes place when a teacher and students are 
physically separated by a distance and online teaching-learning materials serve as a bridge to fill in the 
educational gap and to get access to the world educational treasures.  

Distance learning has won its popularity over the last few years, as the Internet has become a 
reliable transmitter of educational information. The English language holds the same ground in its vitality 
and urgency, since it has become a global language – the language of progressive science and technology, 
global trade, commerce and business, cultural relations, diplomacy and tourism. In an era of rapid 
technological change and international economic integration, an educated, adaptable work force, well 
conversant with languages, enables countries to prosper. It is generally recognized nowadays that in any 
job a good rapport with a computer and good language skills are beneficial to all.  

There is no need to look for specific groups of learners opting for distance education as a preferred 
alternative to conventional study (disabled students, full-time employed, living afar or having family 
commitments, regular army service, etc.). There is always something to be learned and there is always 
somebody to learn from or update the knowledge base.  

Our body of knowledge seems to get limited with every passing day due to an explosion of 
technology in all spheres of our life. The language is also constantly developing. Thousands of new words 
and meanings enter the English language every year, including technical terms. The rapid turnover of 
knowledge mandates that we help learners acquire the skills in language use and language acquisition to 
continue learning outside the walls of a formal educational institution.  

Distance education in language learning is catching up in almost all countries in the world because 
of its usefulness and potential not only to provide great access to language acquisition, but also its ability 
to make available an innovative and flexible system of education.  
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2. How distance learning is different from traditional education?  
 

Many hundreds of thousands of comparative investigations have been made worldwide in the past 
whether students are getting the same education in the technologically delivered classes as in the 
traditional classroom. The usual result after the studies of student performance and achievement in 
language acquisition proves that there is no significant difference. The main differences lie in the material 
presentation and the role of the teacher and students.  

In our old traditional classroom presentation, the responsibility is totally on the teacher to be fully 
prepared, to be expert, the interpreter of educational information, who adapts it to a particular auditorium 
and controls the speed, sequence, progression. Communication is often one-way and static. Not all the 
students might be actively involved into the process.  

In distance learning the traditional ‘sage on the stage’ role of the teacher is changing. The student 
himself controls the speed, sequence and progression. Communication is dynamic and collaborative. The 
teacher is the guide whose responsibility is to help the learner learn how to think differently, how to 
process multiple bits of information and make it usable and applicable to a variety of situations. He gives 
consultations and recommendations and makes adjustments to the course (taking into consideration the 
needs of learners, different learning styles, etc.), thus, implementing a continuous, on-going interaction 
with students.  

Nowadays technology enhanced learning environments have become common for both traditional 
and distance students. Still, practice proves that students learn better when they are engaged in 
constructing personally-meaningful product and are in charge of their own learning.  
 
3. Technology and pedagogy  

 
How technologies coordinate with pedagogy? Lots of us feel perplexed at the task of distance 

education. But there is the main and the most essential principle that we have to realize: nothing can 
replace the live instructor. Students do not learn from the technology. They learn from a competent 
mentor who teaches through the technology.  

TECHNOLOGY enhanced distance learning involves Authoring, Delivery, Assessment and 
Management (ADAM) of course content via video, audio, CD-ROM/DVD, WWW, LMS (Learning 
Management System) and virtual classroom using the Internet. Teams of media specialists, content 
experts, editors, writers, instructional designers and software engineers are working to develop distance 
courses at different educational establishments. Such learning environment is often superior to the 
classroom experience.  

Learning styles are different. Some students are more visual, while others perceive and learn primarily 
through auditory channels. Using only one teaching modality will not meet the needs of all the learners.  

Educational information is presented through the various mediators of learning including direct 
lectures, books, journals, audio-visual media, computer-aided instruction and computer conferencing. 
Cooperative learning, workshops, buzz groups, games, simulations, role playing and drama, panel 
discussions and symposia are used where appropriate to enhance learning. In short, distance education 
can use all forms of media and information transfer methods.  

PEDAGOGY – is a means to literacy using all this arsenal of computer networks and multimedia to 
speed the flow of educational information and feedback from the teacher to learner and vice versa –
anytime anyplace (ATP) in a highly personality-oriented, on-demand mode in order to accelerate the 
outcome performance and enable the learner to become a creator.  

The teacher can choose from a wide range of technological options, which are commonly divided 
into four categories:  

Print – is a foundational element of distance education. Various print formats are available 
including textbooks, periodicals, study guides, workbooks, lecture notes, course syllabi, and case studies. 
Magazines, encyclopaedias, reference books are also available on CD and the Internet. Print is also 
delivered via e-mail, fax.  

Voice – is an instructional audio tool, which includes such interactive technologies as telephone, 
audio conferencing, computer audio conferencing, tapes, CD, Internet audio.  

Video – is an instructional video tool, which includes slides, pre-produced films, videotapes and 
real-time audio conferencing. Multimedia presentations combine slides with video and voice and can be 
delivered on CD, DVD or the Internet.  

Data – is the term used to describe a broad category of instructional tools when computers send and 
receive information electronically.  
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Effective distance education is focused on the needs of the learners, the requirements of the content 
and qualitative outcomes, but not on the technology or delivery. The systematic approach will result in a 
mix of media, each serving a specific purpose. The challenge in distance education is to use the good 
pedagogical techniques from the classroom and apply them across time and distance.  

 
4. Interactive communication – synchronous and asynchronous  
 

Distance education is a two-way interactive communication, which might be synchronous and 
asynchronous. 

Synchronous or simultaneous – it means that everyone is participating at the same time, such as 
virtual classes, video/audio conferencing, telephone, and computer.  

Asynchronous or self-paced – it is an on-line approach, which provides participation at different 
times such as exchange of information by print correspondence, e-mail, video/audio materials and on-
going Web forums. It gives plenty of time and opportunity for the review of difficult material.  

Before starting a term, each learner is supplied with 30–100% pre-packed course materials, 
combined with on-line mentors. The materials include the following:  

- individual plan;  
- study materials and supplies;  
- list of recommended literature;  
- online schedule;  
- questions for the tests or exam;  
- Web sites of libraries.  

Distance education demands attention to the tasks (goal-directed and outcome-focused). The instructor 
has to  

- carefully set and communicate the learning objectives;  
- ensure the objectives are clear and understood;  
- work out and implement the instructional strategies to meet the objectives;  
- collect the data on progress towards meeting the learning objectives and  
- modify, make adjustments or improvements to the course.  

The student in such approach is viewed as not a passive recipient, but as an active learner, participant and 
contributor, self-constructing his own education.   
 
5. Identifying the language needs of learners 

 
Before planning an English course for distance learning, the instructor has to identify the needs of 

the learners to meet the goals of a course. There are a number of different reasons for language study.  
Some learners want to study English because they think it offers a chance for advancement in their 

professional lives. They will get a better job with two languages than if they only know their mother 
tongue.  

Some language students for some reason or other go to live in a target language community (either 
temporarily or permanently). For students of English an English-speaking country would be a TLC (target 
language community) and they would need to learn English to survive in that community.  

There are situations where students have some special or specific reasons for wanting to learn the 
language – English for Special or Specific Purposes. For example, students majoring in Business, need 
English for international trade. Students of Tourism learn the language because they want to know more 
about the culture of the TLC, the people and places where the language is spoken. Waiters may need 
English to serve the customers. Hotel administrators need the language to receive guests and supply them 
with accommodation. These needs have often been referred to as EOP (English for Occupational 
Purposes).  

Students who are going to study at Universities in the USA, Great Britain, Australia or Canada, may 
need English so that they can write reports or essays and function in seminars – EAP (English for 
Academic Purposes).  

Students of some scientific disciplines need to be able to read articles and textbooks about those 
subjects in English. This is often referred to as EST (English for Science and Technology).  

We can summarize these differences in the following way:  
 

   E S P  
 
 

EOP       EAP      EST   
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Most students, who make the decision to study in their own time, do so for a mixture of reasons 
mentioned above. That is why the instructor has finally to come to some conclusion about a student’s needs:  

- what contexts and situations the student will probably use English in at some future date;  
- what is order of priority for the different language skills (including sub-skills) that the student 

will need when using English;  
- what level the student need to reach and what kind of language they need to be able to use or 

understand (e.g. formal/informal, spoken/written, scientific/business, etc.).  
Overall, some good pedagogical principles that contribute to meeting the goals include:  

- courses should focus on learning rather than teaching (student-centred vs. teacher centred);  
- interaction with the material should be student-controlled rather than teacher-controlled;  
- courses should be structured so that students interact with material in a pedagogically sound way;  
- content delivery should be based on student knowledge guided by continuous feedback and on-

going assessment.  
 

6. Levels and time limits in distance English teaching  
 

In the process of teaching English, the most significant thing is to work out psychologically and 
pedagogically sound provision of the course, where the main methodical principle – ‘from simple things 
towards complicated’ is implemented. For that reason we would offer three levels of the English language 
acquisition. Each level is based on a step-by-step approach that will guide the learner through the 
development and implementation process, regardless of his/her previous quality experience.  

The First Level:  
Pre-Intermediate Profile English (majoring in specialty). It may take between two or four years.  
The Second Level:  
Intermediate Business English (majoring in Business and Management) with two or three years of 

study.  
The Third Level:  
MBA Course – Upper Intermediate Business English - with one or two years of study.  
A higher education course typically takes 5–7 hours a week for about ten months a year. However, 

time limits are not very restricted, allowing each learner to move throughout a course at his/her own pace.  
 

7. Distance English teaching – module education  
 

Although distance education occurs as Module education in its layout, it remains subject-focused in 
form. Under the term ‘module’ we understand a packet of educational information joined by a common 
topic and serving the purpose of attaining clearly identified and defined goals.  

Each course comprises between 10–12 Modules with 5–7 assignments by a lesson and 2–3 practices. 
We can present the components of a Module in the following way (Figure 1):  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Module Education 
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Each Module includes all the aspects of developing language skills:  
- Reading  
- Writing  
- Listening  
- Speaking  
- Grammar and Vocabulary  
It may be enhanced by Games, serving different purposes of mastering language skills. The section 

on Resources and Journals is also supplied to facilitate the process.  
 

8. Student performance evaluation and achievement assessments  
 

The new paradigms of online instruction call for new paradigm of evaluation. The evaluation of 
online learning is multifaceted and subtle, and learning competence is only part of the evaluation need. 
Sometimes students’ learning cannot be tested on discreet skill tests and quantified.  

The introduction of new educational technologies, including computer networking, benefits from 
educational evaluation and assessment. Assessment includes both top-down accountability approaches 
(reporting of results for accountability purposes) and bottom-up instructional improvement (helping 
individual students gain most from instruction). Both perspectives share a common goal of improving 
education and are important at all stages of adopting technological innovations.  

To be successful at evaluating student learning outcomes (SLOs) we have to have a clear under-
standing of the following: 

• what we want students to know by the time they finish a course or the major;  
• what we want students to be able to do with what they know by the time they finish a course or 

the major.  
We can summarize the components of instructional inputs, processes applied, outputs, outcomes,  

and systematic and systemic interventions and evaluations at all stages in the following way (Figure 2):  
 

 
 

Figure 2. Components of instructional inputs, processes applied, outputs, outcomes,  
and systematic and systemic interventions  

and evaluations at all stages 
 

The dotted lines show how outputs – and the learner’s (and the teacher’s) reaction to these 
(evaluation) – may feed back into instructional inputs until the degree of success is achieved.  
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To sustain motivation and get positive results in learner’s progress, the ARCS approach in feedback 
evaluation is instrumental as a reaction of learner/teacher to the materials in use and the processes 
implemented, where  

A – attention levels during the instruction;  
R – relevancy of the instruction and material to the interest;  
C – confidence levels in learning;  
S – satisfaction levels toward instruction as well as the instructor.  
Thus, summing up the aforementioned, we can conclude that student performance evaluation and 

achievement assessment – is a process focused on student learning. It has to be:  
• systematic and systemic;  
• ongoing at all stages;  
• information rich;  
• improvement-oriented;  
• resulting in positive change.  

 
9. Alternative assessments  

 
Over the last 10 years a number of fundamental innovations and changes in the area of student 

performance evaluation and achievement assessment have occurred. Today a large array of assessment 
approaches is available to the educator. Two major categories of alternative subjective approaches for the 
formal assessment of student performance and achievement have emerged:  

Authentic/performance assessment – the major goal of it is to assess the ability applying knowledge 
in order to solve the real-life problems. It can be described in six main characteristics:  

• uses open-ended tasks;  
• focuses on higher order skills;  
• employs context sensitive strategies;  
• often uses complex problems requiring several types of performance and significant student time;  
• consists of either individual or group performance;  
• may involve a significant degree of student choice.  
This type of assessment makes learners more actively involved in careful planning and applying 

knowledge in presumably new and different ways. They reach more complex cognitive skills as well.  
Portfolio assessment – is a purposeful collection of student work that exhibits his/her efforts, 

progress or achievement in a particular area. This collection must include:  
• student participation in selection of portfolio content;  
• the criteria for selection;  
• the criteria for judging merit;  
• evidence of student self-reflection.  
Portfolio, even more than other forms of performance assessment, call on the learner to be highly 

involved in planning the entries, choosing what to include and providing the rational reasons behind those 
decisions – why to include. Portfolios, thus, allow not only to assess the end product, but to some extent, 
the process of its creation.  

Alongside with the innovative processes in alternative assessments, some developments in objective 
testing have been brought about due to advances in computer technology.  

Computerized adaptive testing (or tailored testing) – is a conventional objective testing when after 
each response to each item, a program estimates the examinee’s ability based on his/her responses to all 
previous items. The program then selects for the next item, one with the difficulty which best matches the 
examinee’s estimated ability. The process then repeated iteratively until some criterion, such as a preset 
level of score precision is met.  

Computer assisted testing – is the item banking approach. In this approach, objective test items are 
stored in a central computer server. As needed, various equivalent versions of the same test can be 
generated through such procedures as random selection of items or selection of items based on a specified 
mix of difficulty level and discrimination power. This approach to assessment is not very different from 
the conventional paper-and-pencil objective test. Items are presented on screen instead of on a piece of 
paper and students respond by making selections on screen.  
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Conclusion  
 

Good instructional design is paramount to the success of education offered at distance. Careful 
planning, based on sound knowledge of who is going to learn what, by what means, in what kind 
circumstances, to what effect and with what purpose in mind, needs to be combined with effective ways 
to ensure, through formative evaluation based on feedback from the learner that intended purposes are 
met.  
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